PARTNER BRIEF

ThreatConnect and Farsight Security
Automate the power of enriching threat hunting data with
ThreatConnect and Farsight Security DNSDB® playbooks.

Technology Overviews
ThreatConnect
Platform
With ThreatConnect’s Threat
Intelligence Platform (TIP),
centralize the aggregation and
management of threat data.
Collected intelligence has the
ability to dictate decisions being
made across your technology
stack. Send relevant and
actionable insights from the
TIP to other tools with our
wide breadth of integrations
and flexible playbooks.
ThreatConnect’s Security
Orchestration, Automation,
and Response (SOAR) Platform
provides a central location to
integrate not only your security
tools, but all of your security
processes. Document those
processes within ThreatConnect
and identify opportunities to
increase efficiency through
automation and orchestration.
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Farsight Security’s Solution
Farsight Security DNSDB® is the world’s largest DNS intelligence database that provides a unique, fact-based,
multifaceted view of the configuration of the global Internet infrastructure. DNSDB leverages the richness of
Farsight’s Security Information Exchange (SIE) data-sharing platform and is engineered and operated by leading
DNS experts. Farsight collects Passive DNS data from its global sensor array. It then filters and verifies the DNS
transactions before inserting them into the DNSDB, along with ICANN-sponsored zone file access download data.
The end-result is the highest-quality and most comprehensive DNS intelligence service of its kind — with more
than 100 billion domain resolution records and updated in real-time at over 200,000 times/second.

Integration Highlights
Farsight DNSDB
Get started instantly using the provided playbook templates. Once

Enrichment Playbook App

activated, see context-sensitive operations on applicable indicator types:

enables ThreatConnect
Platform users to perform
On-Demand Enrichment of
Host and Address objects
with Passive DNS data from
Farsight DNSDB. Farsight
playbooks enable users to
specify a time window and:
Co-located Host/
Address Based on
Point-in-Time –
generates a set of
domains that also

Results are stored in the form of in-platform reports that easily show all

shared the same

associated indicators as well as source data for the requested query:

IP address as the
originating domain
name.
Historical Address
Lookup – identifies all
addresses used as DNS
A records for a given
host.
Historical Host Lookup
– identifies all hosts
that resolved to a given
address.

Easily modify the included playbook templates to change how results are
stored or add additional actions such as sending Microsoft Graph messages
with results. Quickly access in-platform documentation for guidance.
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Integration Use Cases
Gather IP Enrichment: Enable the retrieval of hostnames that resolve to IP addresses. This enables users to infer
why the victim connected to a given IP address.
Identify Hostname Relationships: Find all IPs that a hostname has been observed resolving to around the
time of observation as well as other hostnames that have resolved to the same IP address as the target
hostname. This is especially helpful for identifying related command-and-control infrastructure using common
infrastructure.
Drive Automated Pivoting: Use the Farsight DNSDB app as part of a custom playbook to pivot from initial result
sets, identify new relationships and take action or send notifications for relevant results.

About ThreatConnect

About Farsight Security

ThreatConnect is the place where security comes to work.
The only Platform to unite Cyber Risk Quantification (RQ),
Threat Intelligence Platform (TIP) and Security Orchestration
and Response (SOAR) capabilities, ThreatConnect is a
decision and operational support platform that aligns the
entire security lifecycle to the goal of reducing risk.

Farsight Security is the world’s largest provider of historical
and real-time Passive DNS data. We enable security
teams to qualify, enrich and correlate all sources of threat
data and ultimately save time when it is most critical during an attack or investigation. Our solutions provide
enterprise, government and security industry personnel
and platforms with unmatched global visibility, context
and response. Farsight Security is headquartered in San
Mateo, California, USA.

Learn more about ThreatConnect at threatconnect.com

Learn more about how we can empower your threat
platform and security team with Farsight Security Passive
DNS solutions at farsightsecurity.com

+1-650-489-7919
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